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Electrical transport, magnetic, and structural properties of the vortex lattice of V3Si
in the vicinity of the peak effect

A. A. Gapud,1,* D. K. Christen,1 J. R. Thompson,1,2 and M. Yethiraj1
1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6061

2Department of Physics, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1200
~Received 12 November 2002; published 28 March 2003!

The peak effect in critical current densityJc is investigated by studying the flux dynamics in V3Si using bulk
magnetometry, small-angle neutron scattering, and transport measurements on clean single-crystal samples
from the same ingot. For a field-cooled history, well-defined structure in the vortex lattice was found for fields
and temperatures~H,T! below the peak-effect lineHP(T); above this line, the structure disappeared. History-
dependent, metastable disorder is found only for~H,T! below HP(T) but the vortex system is reproducibly
re-ordered either by field cooling or a low-frequency, pulsed ‘‘shaking’’ transport current. The latter is shown
to attain Bardeen-Stephen flux flow. In addition, flux flow is observed atHP(T) at high current levels. The
results support the traditional picture ofHP(T) as an order-disorder transition due to the competition between
elasticity and pinning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The peak effect—in which the critical current densityJc

exhibits a local maximum for weak-pinning superconduct
systems just below the upper critical field lineHc2(T)—is
currently a topic of renewed interest. Recent studies h
revealed that the peak effect occurs in all supercondu
species, including MgB2,1 leading to open discussion of
unifying magnetic phase diagramH(T) for both low- and
high-temperature superconductors. These studies focus
cifically on the dynamics of vortices about the peak-eff
line HP(T), where in many cases the situation is simplifi
by minimizing thermal effects and anisotropy effects throu
the use of clean single-crystal samples of isotropic, lo
temperature superconducting species, specifically Nb, V3Si,
and (K,Ba)BiO3 . Therein, the most popular methods us
have been magnetization measurements,2 transport
measurements,3 and small-angle neutron scattering~SANS!
~Refs. 4–10! on various samples. In this present work
V3Si all three of these complementary measurement meth
were utilized, and were performed on clean, weak-pinn
samples from the same single-crystal ingot.

This study provides additional confirmation of the trad
tional picture of the peak effect as an order-disorder tra
tion, as was originally formulated by Pippard and by Lark
and Ovchinnikov11 long before the advent of high
temperature superconductors. The model describes a co
tition between the elastic energy of the vortex lattice and
pinning energy at fields and temperatures close to the tra
tion to normal state. In this region, the softening of the latt
elasticity leads to more effective pinning. Since the pinn
disorders the lattice, the peak effect has been seen a
order-disorder transition line. This transition has been
served recently in other cubic species, (K,Ba)BiO3 ~Refs. 6
and 7! and Nb,9 wherein a quasiordered Bragg glass
thought to cross over to a purely disordered state. A m
recent confirmation utilized specialized scanning tunnel
microscopy12 which revealed a clear transition from a colle
0163-1829/2003/67~10!/104516~7!/$20.00 67 1045
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tive, orderly vortex lattice to uncorrelated, disorderly moti
upon crossingTp(H). These features also confirm the resu
of a notable numerical simulation13 modeling the encroach
ment of disorder as pinning overwhelms lattice elasticity
field and temperature are increased.

A recent concern regarding the pinning-versus-elastic
picture is the apparent complication of history effects in t
preparation of the vortex lattice which have been ascribe
a subpeakmetastable phase.2,9 For the regime examined in
this study, it will be shown that such metastability can
reproducibly minimized.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples were all taken from a clean@residual resis-
tivity ratio (RRR)539] single crystal of V3Si with high
Ginzberg-Landau parameterk of 25. The cylindrical, mother
ingot was the same crystal used in Ref. 14, with an estima
mean free pathl 5320 Å which is much larger than the co
herence lengthj0538 Å, a critical temperatureTc of 16.3
K, and thermodynamic critical fieldHc of about 0.5 T. The
Ginzburg numberGi, which quantifies the significance o
thermal-fluctuation effects, is estimated to be less than 1026,
which woulda priori eliminate any measurable possibility o
a ‘‘melting’’ transition distinct from the superconductin
transition.15

All measurements were done with the field applied par
lel to the crystallographiĉ110& direction. The neutron scat
tering was conducted using horizontal-field geometry at v
ous constant fields as a function of temperature and ther
history. Magnetization was measured on a disk section us
a superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
magnetometer, with the field along the central axis and a
function of applied magnetic field and temperature. A 1-m
square cross-section rod sample was used for transportV(I )
measurements using a standard, four-contact strip config
tion of negligible contact resistance, with the field perpe
dicular to the length of the rod. The contacts for the curr
consist of indium pads which were ultrasonically solder
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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onto the rod, yielding a contact resistance below 1026 V.
This enables a maximum system current level of more t
50 A, although in this study there was almost no need
exceed 10 A. The applied ‘‘shaking’’ current was a low
frequency rectangular wave where eachcycle is followed by
a null signal of 2.5 sec. For currents<100 mA, the cycle is
the 2-sec period of a rectangular wave. For currents.100
mA the current is applied over a much shorter interval of
ms, with each pulse separated by a null signal of 0.5 sec.
all currents, voltage and current readings are sampled ov
smaller interval, 17 ms, within each pulse, and the final re
ings are averaged over one to three cycles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A first signature of the peak effect comes from the ma
netic hysteresis measurements, plotted in Fig. 1. The w
pinning in the system is evident from the rapid collapse
low-field irreversibility into an almost-reversible regime
higher fields, developing a subtle ‘‘fishtail’’ just below th
normal-state transition fieldHc2(T). Using the Bean model
the correspondingJc peak is shown in the lower plot, wher
peaks for two other temperatures are also shown. These
tures are qualitatively similar to the results of another stu
on high-RRR samples,2 making the samples in the prese
study an ideal system for observing the peak effect. Th
features are also seen in the temperature domain for se
fields, although the hysteresis is below instrument resolu
at lower fields; Fig. 2 shows the case forH56.0 T, where
the Jc peak appears at temperatureT513.0 K.

The observed collapse in magnetic irreversibility has b
interpreted as a complete ‘‘melting’’ into a vortex liquid dee
within the mixed state. However, in this sameH-T regime
our SANS studies of of the vortex matter show the existe
of long-range order, or a significant vortex-lattice phase. F
ure 3 shows the intensity of a primary Bragg spot for t

FIG. 1. Magnetization versus applied field.~a! Hysteresis loop
for T513.2 K, showing small loop at higher fields, correspondi
to the subtle peak effect inJc in ~b! which also shows peaks for tw
other temperatures. The paramagnetic component in~a! is due to the
normal-state Pauli paramagnetism of the V-based system.
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sample field cooled~FC! at H56.0 T and then subsequentl
warmed~FCW!. The extent of order shows saturation at low
est temperatures and decreases monotonically towards
normal-state transitionT(Hc2);13.7 K determined from the
magnetization measurements. However, all ordered struc
disappears at a slightly lower temperature, 13.0 K, wh
according to Fig. 2 is the temperatureTp ~6 T! where the
peak effect occurs.

Consistent with this is the clear radial and azimuth
broadening of the same Bragg spot when approachingTp , as
shown in the lower plots. The data also shows history effe
the SANS intensity is noticeably higher for the vortex latti
after it has been cooled to base temperature and
warmed, implying a type of lattice-defect ‘‘healing’’ at low
est temperatures. The ordering effect of cooling is also s
in the peak breadth, which is narrower upon warming.

These observations are similar to those in other cubic
perconductors, (K,Ba)BiO3 ~Ref. 7! and Nb.9 Consistent
with Ref. 9 is our observation of Bragg-spot broadening a
history effects. While the result and interpretation for Nb
controversial,10 in (K,Ba)BiO3 the regime belowTp(H) is
interpreted as a quasilattice orBragg glass7,8 where disorder
was shown to be significantly reduced by adding a sm
oscillatory component to the field while cooling. This is al
reminiscent of the well-known order-disorder coexisten
seen for the corresponding regime in anisotro
2H-NbSe2 .16–18

The observation of both significant Bragg neutron scat
ing in a field-cooled vortex lattice and the near-reversibil
of magnetization raises the possibility of observing Barde
Stephen flux flow~BSFF!, where the elasticity of an ordere
moving lattice could dominate weak pinning. The simple
tio between flux-flow resistancer f and normal-state resistiv
ity rN is given by19

r f

rN
5C

H

Hc2
5CHF S dHc2

dT
~Tc! D ~T2Tc!G21

, ~1!

FIG. 2. Magnetic moment versus temperature: upper curv
field cooled, lower is zero-field cooled. Lower inset shows t
subtle hysteresis close toHc2 ; upper inset shows the correspondin
hysteresis proportional to the peak in critical current densityJc .
6-2
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FIG. 3. Small-angle neutron
scattering data as a function o
temperature, in constant magnet
field, 6 T, where peak-effect tem
perature from magnetic and trans
port measurements is 13 K. Ar
rows indicate history of temper
ature. ~a! Intensity of principal
Bragg spot for cooling~circles!
followed by warming ~squares!.
Intensity units are of total neutron
count.~b! Width of the Bragg spot
intensity peak along azimutha
and radial directions, for cooling
~solid circles! and warming~open
circles!. Width measurement is
half the width at half of maximum
of the peak.
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whereC is a dimensionless factor of order unity in this r
gime and we usedHc2 /dT (Tc)522.3, consistent with our
final data~Fig. 10!.

A direct way to examine the possibility of BSFF
through the direct application of transport current and
serving the voltage-currentV(I ) response in light of Eq.~1!.
Doing this at various points~H,T! aboutHp(T) ~determined
from magnetization measurement! is therefore a way of
probing for a transition between order and disorder as a
sult of competition between elasticity and pinning, a
whether or not this indeed occurs atHp(T)—i.e., the
Pippard-Larkin-Ovchinnikov picture. This is almost anal
gous to a recent study on NbSe2 ,18 wherein the metastabl
phase is seen as ‘‘blurring’’ the location of the order-disord
transition; when the metastability was significantly min
mized, this transition was shown to occur exactly on
peak-effect lineHp(T). In the present study, the fact th
BSFF could be achieved at all, without contact heating
10451
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driving the sample into the normal state first, is further te
tament to the quality of the samples in this study.

The first exercise is to compareV(I ) curves generated in
two different ways:~a! IncreasingI: preparing a virgin lattice
and then applying pulsed current where the pulse heigI
starts at lowest levels—lower than critical currentI c—and is
then progressively increased;~b! DecreasingI: starting I
.I c at highest values~;10 A!, then progressively lowering
to lowest levels. The presumption is that scheme~a! would
probe the virgin lattice along with any metastable disord
while scheme~b! would ab initio drive out any such disorde
before the curve is traced. These are shown in Fig. 4
various temperatures at a constant field 4.3 T, for whichTp
was identified as 14.0 K. We observed the following:~i! For
all T, the V(I ) generated by scheme~b! is thereafter inde-
pendent of the history by whichI is changed; i.e., it become
reversible or ‘‘stable’’ with respect toI, as therefore indicated
by the double arrow.~ii ! For T,Tp ~main panel and top
6-3
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inset! the V(I ) generated by scheme~a! has a higherI c than
that generated by scheme~b! and eventually joins with the
latter at higherI, but ~iii ! for T>Tp , the two V(I ) curves
coincide, as shown in the two lower insets. This was found
be typical over similar other sets of (Hp ,Tp). It clearly
shows that the metastability occurs only for~H,T! below the
peak effect lineHp(T) and could yield an anomalousl
larger I c and, in turn, an anomalousJc peak as also seen i
recent transport experiments with NbSe2 .18,20–23Scheme~b!
therefore provides a reliable procedure for determining
stableI c(H,T).

We note further that forT,Tp the V(I ) generated by
scheme~a! is dependent on the history ofI; this is shown in
Fig. 5, where the measurement is stopped at progress
higher I 5I s before starting over at the same minimum cu
rent. Each time the measurement is restarted, a diffe
curve is generated. The first curve has the highestI c , but as
I s is increased, the curve generated is progressively clos
the stable, low-I c curve, until eventually becoming reversib
with I. This is further illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5 by th
sharp decrease ofI c to a saturation value asI s is increased. A
subtlety is also noted in this plot: While the stableV(I ) is not
yet reached, there is a tendency to return to the orig
virgin-lattice curve: the lowest three curves seem to merg
higher currents into the maximum-I c curve of Fig. 5.I s al-
ways ends up on this curve, except after it ends up on
stable curve, after which the stable curve is retraced for
I s . This behavior is strongly suggestive of a ‘‘settling’’ bac
into the virgin condition, as a metastable ground state. S
would be the case if weakly driven vortices were to acco
modate themselves into random pinning sites.

The approach towards the stable curve can also
achieved at a constantI. This is shown for two different
current levelsI in Figs. 6~a! and ~b!. For each current level

FIG. 4. Voltage-current@V(I )# curves for T,Tp(H54.3 T)
514.0 K, showing a higher-I c metastability curve~open squares!
and the reversible, lower-I c stable curve~solid squares!. See text for
details. Dashed straight line indicates the Ohmic regime at hig
currents. Insets showV(I ) for other temperatures at the same fie
Top showsT below but closer toTp where a metastable curve sti
exists; bottom showsT.Tp where the curves are stable.
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we start with either a stableV(I ) or one for a virgin lattice,
then rampI up to a constant level, where we then apply t
pulsing current over the time indicated, and then contin
ramping beyond. The time development shown in the in
underscores the distinction between stable and metas
V(I ) in this exercise: in the former case, the voltage is co
stant over time—which also confirms that contact heating
negligible—while for the latter there is a gradual approach
the stable voltage. Figure 6~b! is notable in that the curren
level I is such that after about one hour, theV(I ) has reached
its stable level and upon resumption ofI ramping, the stable
curve is traced out. Meanwhile, in Fig. 6~a!, the stable curve
is not reached during the same time and shows the set
behavior discussed in Fig. 5: upon resumption ofI ramping
the curve flattens out to re-merge to the originalV(I ) indi-
cated by the dashed curve.

The most important feature of Figs. 4–6 is that forT
,Tp , each of the stableV(I ) curves contains a broad po
tion which is Ohmic (slope51 in a log-log plot!. This is
highly suggestive of dissipative flux flow preceded by dis
dered creeplike flow at smaller driving amplitudesI. The
Ohmic behavior is indicated by a dashed straight line in e
plot. In order to confirm BSFF, stableV(I ) curves both
above and below the peak effect (Hp ,Tp) were obtained at
various~H,T!. A typical set is shown in Fig. 7 for a constan
temperature of 14.0 K and fields from 3.5 to 5.5 T. The fie
are in increments of 0.1 T, except for the two adjacent toHp
with steps of 0.05 T.~The curves in Fig. 7 were measure
with voltage taps which were 25% closer together than th
used for the data in Fig. 4, thus yielding slightly lower vo
age levels.! The corresponding peak effect inJc is shown in
the inset, clearly showingHp to be 4.30 T. One overall ob
servation from this figure is the fact that all theV(I ) curves
have negative curvature. None have the positive curva
normally associated with thermally activated flow givin
way to a liquid-phase flow. In other words, this data does

er

FIG. 5. Driving from metastable to stableV(I ) curve for T
,Tp ~4.3 T! by stopping at increasingly higher currentsI s ~see
text!. As in Fig. 4, dotted diagonal line marks an Ohmic regime
high currents. Dashed horizontal line shows criterion used forI c .
Inset: I c of theseV(I ) curves as a function ofI s .
6-4
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT, MAGNETIC, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104516 ~2003!
show any sign of melting from a solid to a liquid phase
result consistent with the recent SANS study on Nb by F
ganet al.10

Probably the most striking feature of Fig. 7 is the beha
ior of theV(I ) curves at highest currents, something which
easily probed by virtue of the low-I c levels for this sample.
There are three cases of note:~i! For H.Hp , Fig. 7~a!, the
curves tend to approach one Ohmic straight line, and~ii ! for
H,Hp , Fig. 7~b!, they also tend to approach a tight set
Ohmic straight lines that are widely separated from that
case~i!. Finally, ~iii ! For H5Hp , the curve approaches
third straight line separate from both cases~i! and~ii !. These
observations are more clearly illustrated in Fig. 8. Wh
compared to constant-current resistance versus tempera
R(T), measurements, the level approached byH.Hp curves
correspond to that of normal-state resistivity which has
negligible field dependence in this regime. As forH,Hp ,
the fact that the approach is to significantly lower levels s
nifies that the vortices are not being driven to the norm
state but rather to a state of dissipative flux flow. In additi

FIG. 6. Driving from metastable to stableV(I ) curve for T
,Tp ~4.3 T! by holding at a constant current level of~a! 0.2 A and
~b! 0.5 A, for time durations shown. See text for details. For co
parison, the same measurement for a stable curve is also sh
~upper curves!. Inset showsV as a function of time as current leve
is held, for both initially stable and metastable curves.
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there is significant field dependence on these asymptotic
els r f(H, 14.0 K), immediately suggesting BSFF, Eq.~1!.

Using normal-state resistivitiesrn(T) obtained fromRT
measurements, the ratior f /rn at various constant tempera
tures are plotted versusH/Hc2 in Fig. 9. Also shown for
comparison are lines corresponding toC values in Eq.~1! of
1, 1.1, and 1.2, as well as the normal-state resistivity le
For this range of constant temperatures, the curves actu
coincide over a wide range, confirming that the same mec
nism is at work in all cases. Furthermore, there is
asymptotic approach to a constant-C BSFF field dependence
at lower fields, where presumably the effect of elastic
would be more significant than pinning effects. Meanwhi
at higher fields,C shows some field dependence, causing
downturn of the instantaneous slope, indicating an increas
difficulty in achieving full BSFF and/or the necessity of a
even larger driving current level. There is an especially sh

-
wn

FIG. 7. Stable transportV(I ) curves at constant temperature, f
magnetic fieldH ~a! >Hp and~b! <Hp . Block arrow shows direc-
tion of increasingH. Bold V(I ) curve corresponds toH5Hp

54.3 T. Inset shows corresponding peak effect inJc . The upper
dashed curves in~b! are the highest-H curves from~a!. The lower
dashed straight line corresponds to a separate, lower Ohmic l
as in Figs. 4–6, representing a bundled set of field-dependent le
~see text and Fig. 8!.
6-5
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GAPUD, CHRISTEN, THOMPSON, AND YETHIRAJ PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104516 ~2003!
drop just below the peak-effect fieldHp , again indicating a
large departure from ordered flow atHp althoughV(I ) re-
mains Ohmic.

The fact that, atHp , V(I ) does indeed become Ohm
~Fig. 8! indicates the lowest level of flux flow that can b
achieved for this particular temperature. However, dis
guishing between scenarios of limited ‘‘channel’’ flo
against a background of pinned vortices22,24 and collective
viscous flow is beyond the scope of the present study. W
is clear is the following:~i! A stable flux-flow state could no
be achieved aboveHp(T); ~ii ! a highly ordered vortex stat
can be achieved only belowHp(T) but with increasing dif-
ficulty towardsHp(T); and~iii ! aside from a gradual curren
driven transition from disordered flux flow to highly ordere
flux flow, no melting is discernible in this regime.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The H-T phase diagram in Fig. 10 serves as a summ
combining transport data~solid symbols!, magnetic data
~open symbols!, and observations from SANS. The points

FIG. 8. E/J versus currentI plots of data from Fig. 7 for~a!
H>Hp and~b! for H<Hp . Arrows indicate direction of increasing
H, where incrementsDH are in 0.1 T for H.4.30 T and H
,4.20 T. The two sets approach two different high-current resis
ity levels E/J, with field-dependent levels for~b!; note that forH
5Hp , there is an approach to a third level as well~see text!.
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the ‘‘H irr’’ line was taken from theM (T) data, as in Fig. 2, as
the point whereM loses almost all irreversibility at low
fields. The Hc2(T) line was obtained from bothM (T)
data—in the Fig. 2 lower inset, where magnetization b
comes constant—and in-field resistance versus tempera
R(T) data, marking the onset of the superconductive drop
R. The peak-effect lineHp(T) was obtained from transpor
Jc(H,T)—such as the inset of Fig. 7—and magnetizati
Jc(H,T), such as the lower plot of Fig. 1. The magnetic a
transport data show good consistency. Block arrows sign
the presence of long-range order in the regime belowHp(T),-

FIG. 9. Plot of ratio of flux flow resistivity and normal-stat
resistivity r f /rn versusH/Hc2 . Included are plots of Eq.~1! with
prefactor valuesC51, 1.1, and 1.2. Shaded band indicates range
H5Hp for the temperatures shown; dotted horizontal line indica
level for rn ~see text!.

FIG. 10. Magnetic phase diagram, showing data from transp
measurements~filled symbols! and magnetization measuremen
~open symbols!. Hp marks the peak effect inJc ; ‘‘ H irr’’ the onset of
near reversibility. See text for details. Block arrows indicate ex
tence of long-range order in the vortex lattice, competing with p
ning in the intermediate regime. Direction shows the resulting
crease of order towards higher temperatures for a virgin field-coo
lattice, as well as the increasing difficulty by which disorder can
driven out.
6-6
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT, MAGNETIC, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104516 ~2003!
competing with the disordering effect of pinning which b
comes more relatively significant towardsHp(T). We have
shown that this disorder can be minimized to a small ext
by field cooling and to a greater extent by ‘‘shaking’’ th
vortices with a large enough driving pulsed current, wher
we observe Bardeen-Stephen flux flow. AsHp is approached,
however, this ordered flux flow becomes more difficult
achieve, and becomes impossible aboveHp . In the small
region between theHp andHc2 lines there is no discernible
static or dynamic structure in the vortex matter, signifying
glass or amorphous phase with a field- and current-dri
transition to the normal state, Fig. 7~a!. All observations are
consistent in their confirmation of the Pippard-Larki

*Corresponding author. On leave from the University of the P
ippines Los Ban˜os. Email address: gapudaa@ornl.gov
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